New methods of an automated evaluation of the blood rheological parameters: 1) the viscosity, 2) electric conductivity and 3) the charge of erythrocytes have been theoretically and experimentally substantiated by way of registering the Q-factor of the tuned-circuit, containing a capillary with the blood flow. A design of an electronic measuring complex is based on modeling the physical blood conditions in the natural environment.
INTRODUCTION
A foreign material contacting with a living tissue, for example with blood immediately brings about numerous physical changes in it. It is precisely this fact that explains why biometry of the physical parameters of blood or its components in the natural environment remains highly doubtful. Thus, a study of electrophoretic mobility, blood electric conductivity in contact with electrodes, its viscosity, when being in touch with the material of viscosimeters (the thermorheologic effect [1] ) or the surface potential of erythrocytes under such conditions with the use of modern medical equipment for physical analyses have found no effective application [2] . Meanwhile, it was corroborated long ago that the question is about the principal biophysical properties of blood owing to which its capacity for microcirculation in the natural environment (in vivo) [2] . The problem of erroneous technical decisions, in particular, the methods of a blood analysis listed above lies in the fact that in vitro (in an artificial environment) they do not simulate in vivo physicochemical conditions.
However, in order to approximate to such an adequate model it is necessary, at the minimum, to take as an axiom that friction in the bloodstream and intercellular communications, in a contact measured by hectares, is insignificant and is determined by the Q-factor of the cardiovascular complex in case of transformations of different types of energy. It is also necessary to believe in the theoretical and experimental proofs of the adaptive dynamics of the erythrocytes' charge, the dynamics implementing the mechanism of the blood microcirculation [2] .
But in spite of the fact that such proofs have already been mentioned for many decades in scientific literature [2] [3] [4] , the proofs corresponding to the laws of the thermodynamics of biological systems, the informational layer of the biological transport (energy and mass transfer) remains one of the most topical in the fundamental researches of physics, molecular biology and medicine.
Within the limits of this paper we confine ourselves to the postulates stated, forming the basis of the design of an electronic measuring complex for blood biometry.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Design Methodology
In order to exclude intensive physical effects on the blood system (friction, static electricity), a measurement of the viscosity, electric conductivity of blood and the charge of the blood erythrocytes has been performed via registering electromagnetic losses of this tissue (Qfactor), proceeding in a capillary solenoid, associated with the oscillatory circuit by induction, i.e. outside a mechanical contact. The capillary solenoid itself is made of Teflon-a hydrophobic (water-repelling) material called bioinert, which, when contacted, does not essentially change the blood function [2] .
The design of the measuring complex and the principle of its action are explained in Figure 1 and Figure  2 .
For the first time here registering the dynamics of the Q-factor is an indicator of the velocity of the blood flow and its electrical conductivity. A change of the Q-factor appears on the monitor upon the entry of examined blood (or plasma) into a capillary after the control solution OPEN ACCESS ( Figure 3 ) and evidences about the velocity of its flow, whereas the level of its Q-factor points out electric conductivity.
A complete theoretical and experimental substantiation of the new method was submitted by us earlier [5] , where on the basis of the laws of radio electronics and hydrodynamics we have deduced a formula according to which a computer program calculates viscosity automatically:
where η-viscosity; K-the calibrating constant of the measuring complex; Δр-a difference of the pressures of the levels of fluids in the capsules ( Figure 2) ; υ c -the effective velocity of the movement of fluids in the capillary. Thus, for the first time we succeeded in detecting the genetic spectrum of the blood viscosity and revealing the efficiency of the new physical analysis [6] . An elementary dependence of the Q-factor on electric conductivity introduced into the program enables to obtain findings of the blood and plasma electric conductivity outside a mechanical contact with electrodes [7] .
RESULTS
The difference of this index in whole blood and its plasma upon introducing into the program of the findings of clinical blood studies makes it possible to automatically compute the natural charge of erythrocytes which has been determined for the first time according to the deduced formula:
where |e|Z er -is an absolute charge of an erythrocyte (Coulomb, C);  bl -the blood electric conductivity;  pl -the blood plasma electric conductivity; k-the index of hematocrit (a ratio of the volume of the blood erythrocytes and whole blood); n er -the content of erythrocytes; 
or in effective non-compensated electrons it adopts the following value 
To calculate the charge of erythrocytes output parameters are: pulse of q-factor whole blood and its plasma displays on the display when they flow through bioinert capillary (Figure 4) .
To determine the charge of erythrocytes outside a mechanical contact with electrodes automated method used in a clinical laboratory blood (4 ml), which was taken from ulnar vein and added heparin (10 U/ml). Plasma (1 ml) obtained by centrifugation at 3000 rev/min for 15 minutes. Feed the clinical data of blood erythrocytes, hematocrit, the content of Na + and K + into the computer of measuring complex with bioinert capillary, where the Q-factor registered [5] . A capsule of distillated water placed at the standard levels of electrolytes difference Δh = 2.5 cm [5] . Capsule replaced by 20 seconds in a capsule of plasma after stabilization on the display of q-factor-level, and later (Figure 4) see to q-factor impulse of plasma. A similar manipulation of repeated for blood (plasma which had just studied). Both values of Q-factor (in Figure 4 is shown Q-factor of blood and plasma) calculating of the program the erythrocyte charge in Coulomb.
So you can observe the effect of adrenaline on the average charge of erythrocytes. For example, in 1 ml of blood added to drops of NaCl solution containing 166 × 10 −7 gram of adrenaline (in the control brought a drop of saline) during the merit of this solution ( Figure 5 ) observed the phenomenon of loss of merit whole blood, increasing its electrical conductivity by due to mobile cations that have left due to dissociation of acidic groups array of red blood cells. In Figure 5 shows the superposition of the experiment and control. Thus, direct measurements confirmed before we found red blood cells increase the charge for the actions of catecholamine's in Figure 4 . Dependence of high voltage associated with qfactor (Uq, mV) with plasma and blood flow (t, c) followed by distilled water: 1, 3-plasma and blood, respectively, after treatment of asthma; 2, 4-plasma and blood to treat asthma. Figure 5 . Dependence of stress associated with q-factor (Uq, mV), since the flow of blood (t, s) followed by saline. 1-blood; 2-blood for the actions of adrenaline.
bioinert conditions using indirect methods [2] .
CONCLUSIONS
Fundamentally new method for automated determination of erythrocyte charge, allows you to:  Find this option by direct measurement;  In a model in vivo to identify adaptive changes in erythrocyte charge. Thus, designing electronic equipment for biometry requires a reproduction of a model of the functioning tissue in the object-registration system. A measurement of the Q-factor of the living tissue in this case appears to be informative.
A suggested design has manifest prospects of its use in different spheres of production where, in particular, an evaluation of the viscosity of fluids often boils down not to a study of the properties of substances, but to establishing a consequence of their interrelation with the physically active medium of measuring devices [8] .
